
CHAPTER 
6 The Random Walk Problem 

Most problems in the physical or biological sciences, when stripped of spe- 
cialized terminology, can be solved to a good approximation by appealing 
to the results from three very general and powerful styles in mathematical 
thought: the =the-e (the calculus), the mathematics of . .  . - 

(the calculus of -), and the mathematics of ordinary 
geometry (linear algebra). The most biologically important problems of 
geometry and flux are approached in later chapters; the basic problems of 
chance and probability are discussed in this chapter. 

The story-book origin of this branch of mathematics begins from the 
preoccupation with gambling a t  the cgurt - of I-. After a few losses, 
the gamblers quickly learned that, on the average, they would make money 
by betting that 
Following intui 
obtaining apair of sixes after 24 rolls_of two dice (i.e., 4:6= 24:36). However, 
in the n e w v n d  that the odds were reversed, and it 

- 

was actually more likely that a pair of sixes would not appeai after 24 rolls! 
This "gaming paradox'? stimulated much intellectual activity, and was first 
explained by the eminent French mathematician Fermat; in solving the 
problem, Fermat went far toward establishing the mathematical theory of 
probability. 

The preceding anecdote provides more than an amusing introduction m- to probability theory: it shows thatbtuition 0- 
tion therefore, in many of the highly intuitive (i.;, nonrigorous) deriva- 
e w e  later exhibit, it will be necessary to check the result against reality 
before proceeding further. 

Before examining the solution of the random walk problem, one should 
first understand why the problem is worth doing; there are several reasons. 
First, the r a n w a r n  is one of the surprisingly few interesting 
physical problems that has a simple solution! Second, the mechanics of the 
solution itself entail most of the features of statistics and prcbability as they 
appear in biophysical applications. In addition, €he problem is an excellent 
example of the use of judicious --contrary to pop~lar  belief, 
most of the important problems in physical science have been solved, not 
by intricate reasoning requiring intellectual virtuosity, but by deciding 
which parts of a complicated problem c& be successfully ignored. Finally, 
the random walk problem provides a physical insight or basis for such di- 
verse biophysical applications as diffusion. r a d w i v i t y ,  electricalnoise, .fe b A$ k' 
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size o f ~ l y m e r s  in solution, and spectral line shapes. Fortified with these 
-L 

motivations, let us examine the problem. 
Most of the mathematics of chance may w distilled into two simple 

axioms: 

and 

P(B) is the probability that event B will happen 

and 

-dB are -t events (separate tosses of the same coin, 
radioactive decay of two distinct unstable nuclei, etc.) 

then 

P(A and B) = P(A)*P(B) 

where 

P(A and B) is the probability that both A and B will happen (e.g., 
decay of both unstable nuclei during the observation period) 

The other axiom is just that 

& 
where P (A or B ) is the probability thst either A or -11 happen (e.g., either 
the first unstable nucleus will decay or the second unstable nucleus will 
decay). Both axioms are simply formal statements of intuition: the chance 
of getting a head on the f i r s t - o f  an ideal 
coin is P(head on k t  cEnd tail on second) = -2) = (l/Q; similarly, the 
chance of a head or tail on a given toss is (112) + (112) = 1, i.e., it is certain 
that one will observe one of these two results in an ideal experiment. Our 
problem will be to apply these ideal cases to an ideal problem, and then 
show why the result is useful for real problems. 

Ark- 
* ByWprobability" of a particuhr result, we mean awgwm for tbe - fmction of a 

large number of attempts that will produce that particular result. For a m p l e ,  the odds ("prob- 
ability") of getting any particular number (say, 4 )  on the face ofa  die after one roll is 116, since 
there are six faces and thus six equivalent possible results, of which only one is desired. 
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EXAMPLE The 'Gaming Paradox'' 

We can now understand the gaming paradox. Because the chance of not 
getting a 6 on one throw of one die is (5161, the chance of on the 
1st and 2nd and 3rd and 4th throws of one die is the p r d m b a b i l i -  
ties for the (independent) individual throws: ~5/6)(5/6)(5/6)(5/61= 0.48, which 
is less than a 50% chance. In other words, the other possible result, namely of 
rolling at least one 6 in four throws must have a likelihood of - - 
Q32, which is bet-%. Similarly for 24 rolls of two dice, the chance 
of -a six i n o f  the two dice is (35136)2'= 
&!& SO the chance of the opposite result (namely, of at least one double six in 
24 rolls) is (1 - 0.51) = 0.49 = 1 

To get the most (future) use from the random walk problem, we begin 
with the following situation. Consider N bags, each containing an equal 
(large) number of black and white marbles: 
PC 

0.0 0.0 
bag #I bag #2 bag #3 . . . bag #N 

Now suppose you are blindfolded and you draw one marble from each ba 
(the blindfold guarantees that each draw is independent of the others! 
The 'problem then is, what is the probabilitv that m of U a r b l e s  w e p  
black and that the remaining (N - m) marbles were white? It  is convenient 
to find the answer in two parts. 

Bags and Marbles: Part 1 Suppose that someone has already simplified 
the problem b y - e n d  (N - -.! b, so that 
all that remains is to draw a black marble f r o m e  m bags and a 

of the UV - rn) u s .  Since any one bag has the same 
number of black as white marbles, the chance of finding a h l d u n a d e  on - 

any -one draw is simply (112); 
Consider first the group of rn (pre-selected) bags. The probability that 

the draw h m  the first bag is black is (112). The probability of a black draw 
from the second bag is also (112). From axiom 6-1, one deduces that the 
probability that the first and second draws are black is (112) (112) = (112)'. 
By applying axiom 6-1 successively to the third and subsequent draws, i t  is 
readily shown e probability of drawing a black marbleefrom each of 
the m bags is 

Similarly, given the other group of (N - m) bags, it is clear that the 
of drawing a white marble from each of the (N - m) bags is 

since the draws from the two groups of bags are inde- 
may be invoked once more to provide the solution to half 
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of the original problem, namely that the  roba ability of finding a black 
-ch of m p r e - a  bags and finding w@p 

marbles in  one_ +--. -2h of the remaining (N - m) bags is sirnpb 
p1/2Y" (1/2)iN-m'. 

So far it a2pa;s tn we have taken a tortuous route to reach a result 
that isn't very surprising-in fact we have solved half of the random walk 
Case. 

Baas and Marbles: Part 2 The second half of the solution is to f i w e  out 
- thi  number of wavs thatthe-ra bans could have been chosen fro; the N 
original total b otal number of ways to pick out N b a ~ s  one 
at a time is 

where N! (called "N factorial") arises because there are N ways to choose 
the first bag, N - 1 ways to choose the second bag, and so on, so that axiom 
6-1 leads directly to Eq. 6-3. Finally, we can get to Eq. 6-3 alternatively by 
finding the number of ways to choose two groups of 
then choosing bags one at a time from each of the 

N !  = number of ways to choose one group of m bags 
(and another group of W - m) bags 

thus, the number of ways of choosing the two groups of bags is simply 

Putting the two parts of the solution together, let PN(m) be the prob- 
ability of obtaining m black marbles in one draw from each ofN bags; ,then 

The first factor in Eq. 6-4 gives the number of ways of selecting m bags in 
one group and (N - m 1 bags in another group, and the second factor tells 
the probability that every draw from the m bags will be black and every 
draw from the UV - m) bags d l 1  be white. 

To allay any suspicion that may have arisen during the above deri- 
vation, it is useful to have a check on the correctness of the result. A simple 
test is to verify that the probability of finding either no black marbles, or 
one black, or two blacks, . . . , up to N blacks is unity (one is certain to ob- 
tain one of these results). Using axiom 6-2, the test may be phrased for- 
mally as 
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IS P N ( O ) + P N ( 1 ) + P N ( 2 ) + ' " + P n r ( N ~ = ~ P N ( m ) = 1 ?  (6-5) 
m-o 

pansion 

once one notices that Eqs. 6-5 and 6-6 are the same for the case that 

so that 

and we have shown that 
r 

N I zo P ~ ( m )  = 1 1 Q.E.D. 

This sort of test is often called "normalization:' and we will have occasion 
to try it again after tampering with the result a bit. 

The &olecular one-dimensional random walk ploblee consists of 
letting a molecule take only forward or backward steps in one direction with 
equal likelihood, and Eq. 6-4 gives the chance that m steps out of a total of 
N steps will be forward steps. It wnuld therefore seem that the problem has 
been solved, but one now faces a situation that commonly arises in bio- 
physical problems-the result is not expressed in a useful form. Now it is 
a simple matter toconvert u b e r  of steps to distance tralveled. as we 
will later do; the present problem is the more serious one that there are fac- 
torials in the answer. 

Factori~ls are a great embarrassment when the numbers involved are 
very large, as in the present case where a molecule will take billions of 
steps in a second, because the observed quantities (diffusio-,a constant. 
sedimentation rate, electrophoretic mobility) represent an average over 
many molecules, and require the use of integrals for their evaluation. 
Plainly, an integral of Eq. 6-4 with respect to m would involve a huge num- 
ber of terms and would take a long time to calculate, even for an electronic 
computer. However, when N is large,. a short calculation leads to a very 
good approximation for ln(N!) (see Appendix and Problems) 
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i 
1 known as Stirling's apprbximation, and now one has only two terms in place 

1 of theN terms represented by the left-hand side of Eq. 6-10. This spectacular 
simplification permits the development from a dull problem one can solve 
(Eq. 6-41 to the molecular applications one is interested in. 

In order to make use of the Stirling a~~roximat ion  6-10, one must first 
take the log of both sides of Eq. 

(+-*@p-: ( g r p - m s ( k ) N ~ -  
In PN(m) = In N! - In m! - ln(N - m)! + N ln(112) (6-11) 

Stirling's approximation may now be applied to In N!, In m !, and lnUV - m)! 
to give --) 

In PN(m) = N In N - m In m - (N - m) ln(N - m) + N ln(li2) (6-12) 

Recourse must next be made to several manipulative tricks to prepare 
the previous equation for the final approximation that leads to the desired 
reyl t .  The first trick is to replace N in the first term of Eq. 6-12 by [m + 
(N - m)]: 

so that 

'ln~,(m)=rn(lnN - lnrn)+ ( N - m ) ( l n ~ -  ln(N -m))+N ln(112) (6-14) 

N 
m + N ln(112) = m In- + (N - m) InNy (6-15) 

The second trick is to apply the property of logarithms (see Appendix) 

ln(alb) = - ln(bla) (6-16) 

to the first two terms of Eq. 6-15, leaving 
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and substituting for m = x + W12) in Eq. 

By using the last trick of rewriting Eq. 6-20 in the form 

and making use of the property 

Equation 6-21 may be simplified to 

When a coin is tossed, say, 1000 times, the number of heads will prob- 
ably be very close to 500. Similarly, in the present case, for a large number 
of draws, m will be close to E, in the sense that 

(When making approximations, it is not enough to say that a term is small; 
one must say that it is small compared to something else, as in 6-24.) 

We are now in a position to dispense with both In terms on the right side 
of Eq. 6-23, because for a number, a, which is much less than unity, the 
Taylor series (see Appendix) for ln(1 + a )  may be approximated by just two 
terms: 

Applying the approximation, Eq. 6-25, to Eq. 6-23, one quickly shows that 
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or . A/ 
I bt x =  c-l! 

h 2 
(6-27) 

The troublesome factorials that appeared in Eq. 6-4 have thus been 
eliminated by use of two approximations (Stirling and Taylor), but it is now 
necessary to re-check the normalization ofPN(m), which may have suffered - Wrom the approximations along the way. Because the discrete variables in 

d d the factorials have been replaced by a continuous variable, x, in Eq. 6-27, e 
L the sum in Eq. 6-5 should be replaced by an integral for the normalization 

test (see Fig. 6-1 and accompanying disclssion). 

(6-28) 
where 

x can vary from (-Nl2) to t+N/2) corresponding to the range 0 5 m 5 N. 
Finally, since the function, exp[-2x21N] is so close to zero for large x, the 
area under that function (i.e., the integral in Eq. 6-28) will be negligible 
for large x, and the limits of integradon may be extended to f =. Using the 
known definite integral (see Appendix) 

to give the final result 

6.A. EVEN ODDS: WALKING FOR DISTANCE 

consider a molecule that starts a t  the origin and takes N steps away, where 
each step is equally likely to be forward or backward, and each step is the 
same length: 
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iTi = X mi PN(mi) .= average value of m when m is discrete 
i 

the average of a continuous quantity is given by 

N 

<m> = m PN(m) dm = average value of m when m is 
continuous 

EXAMPLE Average for a Discrete Observable 

Suppdse that two dice are tossed, and we are asked to predict the average re- 
sult for many such experiments. There are 6 x 6 = 86 possible results (six on 
one die times six on the other independent die). The probability of two ones is 
(1136); the probability of a three is (21361, since one can throw a 2 on the first 
and a 1 on the second die or the other way around, and so on for the remaining 
choices. P,(2) = (1/36), P,(3) = (2/36), and so forth, and the average result is 

I k = 42)(1/36) + 3(2/36) + 4(3/36) + 5(4136) + 6(5/36) + 7(6136) 
+ 86/36] + 9(4/36) + lO(3136) + ll(2136) + 12(1/36) 
= (252136) = 7 

The equation simply adds up each result times the probability of obtaining 
that result. 

EXAMPLE Average for a Continuous Variable: Average Number of 
Forward Steps in a Random Walk 

In a random walk with a large number of steps (so that the number of forward 
steps, m, may be treated as a continuously variable quantity), Eq. 6-32 may 
be interpreted to mean that 

P,(rn) dm = e-2(m+"12)plN dm = probability that the molecule (6-40) 
has taken between m and - 
(m + dm) forward steps aRer 
a total of N steps 

J 

The average number of forward steps is then defined from Eq. 6-39 as - 
(6-41) 

Since the 
6-41 is 
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it should seem reasonable to change variables to: 

to give 

Finally, since N is large and the area under exp[-2(m - (N/2))'/N] is neg- 
ligible for large m, it is permissible to extend the limits of integration to a 

in Eq. 6-42. The first integral in Eq. 6-42 vanishes (see if you can see why), 
and the second integral has already been solved as Eq. 6-30, leaving 

The a a e i . . in the number of forward steps is derived just as 
simply-ule is just as likely to take more than (NI2) as less 
than (NI2) forward steps 

However, what we really want is a measure of the absolute imprecision in 
number of forward steps (i.e., of observing a number of forward steps differ- 
ent from < m  >, whether greater or less than < m >), provided by (see Prob- 
lems) 

the changekf variables is  completed%y combin& ~ ~ u a f f o n s  6-32. 761 
6-45, and 6-46: 
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y (distance) 

For now, the molecule will be permitted to move in only one dimension. 
The problem is, how far away from the origin will the molecule be after 
taking N total steps? This problem is formally identical to the problem we 
have just completed, namely the number of black marbles that result from 
drawing one marble from each of N bags, where any one bag contains an  
equal number of white and black marbles. The solution is given as Eq. 6-32, 
and we need only change variables from number of steps to distance trav- 
eled to complete the solution. The variables are as follows. 

I = length of one step 

where 

m = number of forward steps in a particular "walk" of N total steps 

and 

- N  m = - = average number of forward steps, averaged over many walks 
2 

(6-34) 

If y is defined as the (net) distance traveled after time, t (i.e., after N steps), 
then 

y = (m forivard steps) (length of a step) 
+ ((N - m) backward steps) (length of 1 step) or 

y = m  . I + ( N - m ) .  ( - I )  2 2 4% - 1 (6.35) 

- z $ ~ r z e  But from Eq. 6-34, 'N = 2f& so Eq. 6-35 may be rewritten - 
3 
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L 
3t. 

FIGURE 6-1. Probability of observing a result, m,, when m is discrete (left 
plot) or continuous (right plot). See text. 

At this stage, it is necessary to understand a fundamental property of 
probability that makes possible the calculation of average values of physi- 
cal quantities for a collection of many particles, when given the properties 
of just one particle. What is the physical basis fir  proceeding from a sum 
(of a discrete quantity) to an integral (of a continuous quantity)? The 
answer is immediately apparent from scrutiny of Fig. 6-1. 

For observation of a discrete result (number on a die, head or tail on a 
coin), P,(m) itself is the probability of finding that particular exact result. 
In other words, when there is a finite number of alternatives, there is a 
well-defined probability of selecting any one of them. However, when the 
result is a continuously varying quantity, such as distance or electric cur- 
rent, then the probability of finding a particle a t  any one exact distance is 
zero (since there is an infinite number of possible locations), and one must 
instead ask for the probability of finding the particle in a particular region. 
In Fig. 6-1 the shaded portion of the left-hand plot has an area 

Physically, one can identify the area of that rectangle as the probability 
of observing a result in the range mi 5 m < (mi + 1). For the discrete ex- 
ample, this identification is an upinformative exercise, but, by analogy, one 
may now recognize the (infinitesimal) area shown for the continuous curve 
a t  the right of Fig. 6-1 as the probability of observing a result in the range 
mf 5 m < mi + dm. Therefore, in dealing with probability for continuously 
variable observables 

P,(m)dm = probability that one will observe a result some- 
where in the range between m and (m + dm) 

Finally, just as the average of any discrete quantity is given as the sum 

E = mo P,(mo) + m, . P,(m,) + m, P,(m,) + . . + m, . PN(my) (6-38) 
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(6-49) 

\ ' l l ~ l l ~ ~ c h  the treatment leading to the principal result. Eq. 6-49, was based 
I 41~ic~-dimensional "walk," i t  can be shown that the same result applies 

I! :III 1110lt.cule is allowed to take a three-dimensional "walk" consi,sting of 
- 1 4  [ a -  t ) I  Icnpth. I ,  in either the x or y or z directiG: 

I 1 
s I 

(6-50) 34$ld! 

F;\ 
~ \ I I I . I . ( .  the result of a particular "walk" is shown in Fig. 6-2. \ , I ;  

ymer 

v -  - 
1 ( ' R E  6-2. Three-dimensional random walk. -(1<27 d y I lr- 

Equation 6-50 will now be applied m a preliminary disbssion of the 
$ 1 ~  of polymers in solution. 

d 
Dimensions of Polymers in Solution 

O f r n j l ~  

The most useful simple models for the shape of a synthetic or biopol: 
are: s here, -d, ngld, 

~ n d e r  -$- se imentation and viscosity 
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The random coil shape is derived by fixing one end of the polymer at -- 
origin, and then locating each successive link in the chain by taking a 
mensional random walk away from the origin: thus. the root-mean-sqa 
distance from one end of the random coil to the other is given by Eq. 
in which 1 is now the length of one link. and N is the number of 

-frr; A m m b ~ ~ a s u r e m e n k ,  mc3i  as T i g F i F s i t ~ r Z g ~  
vide means for choosing among these alternatives for a particular pol~rrn~f. 
Examples of molecules accurately described by these models are: 
whe re ) ,  m l o b u l i n  elli soid), tobwco mosaic v m ) ,  and natural 
rubber (random coil). +"i T e intGes in these s h a m t h a t  biological functi& 
of most macromolecules is closely connected to the three-dimensional die. 
position of the long chains of which the biopolymer is constructed. V_nwin& 
ina of thp double-helix of DNA can be described as  a rod-to-random-mil I 
_transition, for example, and shows characteristics similar to an ordinary' 
phase change, such a s  the melting of ice. Inactivation of enzy 
tremes of pH, temperature,% salt concentration is often associated with an 
unraveling of a tightly o r g a n i c t u r e  into a more random arrange- 

_ by eq 

' I 
ment.  he random-coii itself is a useful model because i t  offers a start& 1 
point in the determination of the solution structure of polymers: from the 
known molecular weight (and thus a known number of links in the chain) 2: 
of a polymer, the size of the corresponding random coil can be calculated- .& 
then, by comparison of that  result to the experimentally. determined size;'.E%I 
i t  is possible to make conclusions about the forces that hold the chain seg * 

ments together. 
Polyisoprene (natural rubber) consists of long chains of between 

and 5000 isoprene units, 

and &haves in solution as  an  ideal random coil. At first glance, i t  is 
to see how this can occur, because for any real polymer, there are 
positions in the random walk that would cause two joints in the 
occupy the same space, which is impossible. The situation is easily seen 
graphically for the simpler two-dimensional case shown in Fig. 6-3. I t  is 
clear that not all the "random walk" configurations are possible, and the 
resultant elimination of these structures leaves the remaining possibilitia 

coil. 

incr can 
process 1 

A sirnil; 
permar 

t h a t  ma 
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t I ,  1 :  - 3  Demonstration of "excluded volume'. for a two-dimensional 
. ,:, ; , .I! ,  i ) ,~\ymcr,  Since two atoms cannot occupy the same position in space. certain 
! . :  , I  jil,,, from an ideal random walk are not possible. The remaining configu- 
.. .:,. - I I , I W  an average end-to-end distance that is appreciably longer than when 

. . . . !~,i~, , , -~,; jo, ,  are included (see text). [After Macron~oleoilu~ ill SOll!lio?l. b\' 
I!).! i>~,,-r \\rrra\vetz. Interscience. 1965, p. 123.) 

S . i ~ u ~ ; ~ l  latex is  a rather amorphous and pliant substance, but when 
I i , ] i ; i i  ns are eross-linked a t  wide intervals with sulfur monochloride. 

\ 

l i l t .  l-t,\,rtbne links can no longer slide past each other very far- andthepoly- 
lI1'.1' (.;\a be stretched reversibly as  required for Use in automobile tires The 
\ ) r ( r r ~  first with sulfur and heat (hence, L-''). 

ri milar mechanism is responsible for the "holding" quality 0 a hair 
' ~ * r l n i l n r n ~ ' ~ -  in this case, heat catalyzes the formation of disulfide bonds 
l t i . i l  n,;ikt$ hair protein more rigid. 


